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KEY FEATURES 

Challenges  

⎯ Traffic congestions during the 

summer/tourist season 

⎯ Excessive use of private cars  

⎯ Parking problems 

Main Objectives 

⎯ Reduce use of private cars 

⎯ Reduce air and noise pollution 

⎯ Encourage citizens to use alternative 

mobility modes 

 

Investment/Maintenance Costs 

⎯ Extension and renewal of the bike 

sharing system in Igoumenitsa € 

30.367,97  

⎯ Mid-term report on the extension of bike 

sharing in Igoumenitsa € 2.500 

⎯ Final testing report on the extension of 

the bike sharing in Igoumenitsa € 2.500 

 

Impacts & Results 

⎯ Decrease total number of private 

vehicles 

⎯ Increase in the use of bikes 

⎯ Change mobility patterns of citizens 
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CONTEXT  
As part of the SUMPORT project, the Greek partners involved have worked on extending the               

basic principles of sustainable mobility in the Regional Unit of Thesprotia (RUTH) as a              

functional area, in order to improve cities mobility conditions, answering the particular            

mobility needs of the population and fostering economic development.  

This was a challenging task due to the fact that those principles applicable to urban areas                

had to cover a larger area. Moreover, there is no rail infrastructure in the Region of Epirus,                 

which also experiences significant problems with urban public transport, lack of cooperation            

with tour operators, high car usage, limited network and infrastructure for bikes, and lack of               

experience in mobility planning.  

In this framework, the city of Igoumenitsa developed a winning mobility measure: the             

refurbishing of the old bike sharing system. 

SUMPORT PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

SUMPORT project aimed to increase the planning capacities on sustainable mobility of port             

cities through training activities and exchange of experience. 

Apart from the similar challenges that EU cities face, MED cities having ports are challenged               

with even more complex issues within their urban mobility, needing a long-term mobility             

planning approach, integrating both city- and port-originated transport flows, in order to            

achieve a sustainable urban mobility. 

The principal outputs of the project were:  

(a) Offering training for MED port city officials in drafting SUMPs, also benefiting from MED               

port cities already having them  

(b) Drafting SUMPs in two MED port cities and updating one already existing  

(c) Implementing pilot actions and small-scale investments for sustainable mobility in six            

MED port cities  

(d) Implementing an e-learning platform for transferring project’s results. 
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HEAR THE PIONEER CITY’S VOICE 

One of the mobility measures within the SUMP was the refurbishing of the existing bike               

sharing system of the city of Igoumenitsa. In fact, the previous BSS was misused (due to                

complex procedure for the user to register to, and use the service) and, as an effect, bad                 

condition and poor maintenance eventually have been worsening the situation overtime.           

The bike-sharing system in the city of Igoumenitsa is intended for citizens and visitors. 

Major issues encountered 

⎯ Delay in the assignment of the External Expert for the implementation of the pilot              

actions. 

⎯ Low citizens’ use of the previous BSS system & Operational and administrative            

barriers that the regional Unit of Thesprotia (subdivided into 3 municipalities, Filiates            

, Igoumenitsa and Souli) encountered during the previous BSS operation.  

⎯ Inadequate available data of the previous BSS on user groups and their needs 

⎯ The existing BSS was not operational due to damages caused by the low level of               

usage and inadequate maintenance while most of the existing bicycles were seriously            

damaged. 

⎯ Complex bureaucratic process for land use authorization for the installation of the            

third bike station. 

Corrective actions 

⎯ Better design of technical and administrative issues regarding the installation of the            

stations and the operation of the system (BSS terms and conditions, user agreement) 

⎯ Include the installation of bike shelters for the protection of the stations and the              

bicycles from bad weather conditions 

Investment/maintenance costs 
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⎯ Pilot action - extension and renewal of the bike sharing system in Igoumenitsa €              

30.367,97 (BSS software, end-user interface / website, 3 bike stations, 22 bikes, BSS             

rental terminals, project visual ID in bikes & stations, training, maintenance)  

⎯ Mid-term report on the extension of bike sharing in Igoumenitsa 2.500€ 

⎯ Final testing report on the extension of the bike sharing in Igoumenitsa 2.500€ 

Monitoring activities implemented 

⎯ BSS operation (monthly data) – KPIs (SUMPORT methodology) 

⎯ Subscription 

⎯ Registered users 

⎯ Rides/ station % 

⎯ Rides per month 

⎯ Rides per day % 

⎯ Bikes on road per weekday 

⎯ Bikes on road per hour 

⎯ Avoided cars (average occupancy = 2 persons) 

⎯ Avoided km (average trip distance = 15km) 

⎯ Avoided emissions (gr CO2) = Avoided cars * Avoided km * average 200 CO2/km 

Positive side effects and continuity of the measure 

⎯ Bike Sharing System is operational after project closure. 

⎯ RUTH is planning to install another bike sharing station to cover the demand of the               

service. 

⎯ SUMPORT BSS seems to have contributed in changing mobility patterns of the            

citizens. 

Key actors and stakeholder to involve 

⎯ Local authorities 
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⎯ Port Authority 

⎯ Public Transport Operator (intercity bus) 

⎯ Chamber of Commerce 

⎯ Association of Hoteliers/ rental apartments 

⎯ Cycling Club 

⎯ Students 

⎯ Residents 

⎯ Tourists 

Monitoring data available 

BSS data 2019 
 07 08 09 10 11 12 
Subscriptions 26 16 20 10 4 3 
Registered users 40 60 81 93 97 101 
Rides per month 25 55 58 41 34 16 
Avoided cars 13 28 29 21 17 8 
Avoided km 188 413 435 308 255 120 
Avoided emissions  
(gr CO2) 

468.750 2.268.750 2.523.000 1.260.750 867.000 192.000 

 

BSS data 2020 
 01 02 03 04 05 

Subscriptions  
(total 532) 

38 87 103 120 105 

Registered users 156 249 363 491 598 
Rides per month  
(total 2.849) 

84 271 517 680 1.001 

Avoided cars 42 136 259 340 501 
Avoided km 630 2.033 3.878 5.100 7.508 
Avoided emissions  
(gr CO2) 

5.292.000 55.080.750 200.466.750 346.800.000 
751.500.75

0 
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